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Monograph Title: Die Tragödie von Bleiburg und Viktring. Partisanengewalt in Kärnten am Beispiel der
antikommunistischen Flüchtlinge im Mai 1945
(The Tragedy of Bleiburg and Viktring. Partisan violence in Carinthia on the example of the anti-communist
refugees in May 1945)

This book is an interesting reading matter not only for experts but also for all laymen interested in history, above
all for numerous people taking part in the researches about the end of World War II in Austria, Slovenia and
Croatia because it is extraordinarily important for the understanding of the postwar era. The expected potential
readers of the monograph are: Historians, journalists, lawyers, sociologists, in the topic interested laymen,
homeland-researchers and students.

The presented scientific monograph is one of the most fundamental investigations of the events in Carinthia
during or immediately after the end of the World War II. Namely there escaped various anticommunist military
units from the Yugoslavian area: Slovenian people of home defense respectively the Slovenian National Army,
Četniks, Croatian homeland defense people and Ustasha but also numerous civilians of different Yugoslavian
nationalities. Although there are existing studies about specific areas just as studies about hidden graves and
about victims of the war and the revolution as well as the English responsibility for the repatriation without
international documentations, nevertheless a lot of unsolved issues are remaining. Thus the whole area of the
Austrian Carinthia and the activities of the partisan units or the Yugoslavian Army are neglected.

This is precisely the subject of the investigations by the Austrian historian Thomas Florian Rulitz on basis of British
documents especially with documents of Austrian archives giving an objective depiction of the events, of the last
battles, the hidden murder locations and mass graves in Carinthia particularly in the area of Bleiburg and
Völkermarkt. On this occasion he found also the answer of some controversial questions.

He had proved without doubt that the fighting was not finished even on the 15th May, as this is
claimed by the majority of historians today, then on the 23th May with the last mass-murder.
Based on the Carinthian documents and statements of witnesses, he also confirmed that the
most essential fight in Ferlach took place on the 10th May 1945 but not a day later as the
historians of the partisans have written this. Until now the scientific publications have totally
ignored the graves of those murdered Yugoslavian refugees on Austrian Carinthia territory,
partially there were not mentioned these graves because of propagandistic considerations.
After the occupation of Carinthia by Tito troops there were arrested many civilians and native
peoples in the area Bleiburg and Völkermarkt by special units of the Army, the state security
service and the OZNA. Few were murdered on the Austrian territory but the majority of the
Austrians who were put away with force finished her live at the murder locations in Yugoslavia,
for example in the mass-grave in Liesche. However Rulitz refers to the so called "horse-trading"
between the British and Yugoslavia in the period of 15th to 19th May when there was negotiated
on one side about the repatriation of the Yugoslavian refugees and the retreat of the
Yugoslavian units from Carinthia on the other side. In the two weeks between the German
capitulation and the retreat of the Yugoslavian Army there were settled inner-Yugoslavian bills
by the Yugoslavian Army. The murder locations in Austria are located along the main traffic
routes through which the refugees have been transported back to Yugoslavia. The majority of
this is situated in the former territory of the plebiscite. The previous historical presentation will be
partially changed and partially completed after this study.
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The monograph does away with the established myths and reconstructs objectively the real
state of the year 1945 in Carinthia according to the rules of the scientific discipline. Up to now
the studies were concentrated on events of the delivery of the anticommunist units and the
British responsibility for their repatriation. Besides numerous literature and documents from the
British and Slovenian state archives Thomas Florian Rulitz has edited for the first time also
documents from Austrian Carinthian archives: from the “Kärntner Landesarchiv” (Carinthian
Regional State Archive) in Klagenfurt, the archive of the “Landesgericht” (Regional Court) in
Klagenfurt, the archive of the “Landespolizei” (Federal police) respectively the
“Landesgendarmerie”, (former Federal Police) but also from the archives of the
“Bezirkshauptmannschaften” (district commissions) at Klagenfurt, Villach and Völkermarkt, from
numerous parish archives, school chronicles, regional and private archives as well as the
archive of the “Schwarzes Kreuz” (black cross) in Carinthia, that takes care of the military
cemeteries.

Numerous statements of eyewitnesses and survived victims are valuable sources also. Rulitz
revealed exactly the temporal and local descriptions of the events and fights, the hidden murder
locations and graves in Carinthia, but also the negotiations between the British and the
Yugoslavian Army (YA) based on his new sources.

These new sources which he screened and critically analyzed and compared with other well
known documents are completing the picture of the events in Carinthia in the year 1945. The
supplements of numerous British, Croatian and Austrian documents are very valuable, above all
the handwritten extracts of the Carinthian parish chronicles and diaries just as the bilingual
topographical directory and the list of the names in different languages also.

Review

Reviewer (First name and surname): Ass.-Prof. Dr. Mag. Ulfried BURZ Professional Qualifications: Historical
Scientist

Employee: at (Alpen-Adria-) Universität (Alpe-Adria University) Klagenfurt since 1991
Monograh Title: Die Tragödie von Bleiburg und Viktring. Partisanengewalt in Kärnten am Beispiel der
antikommunistischen Flüchtlinge im Mai 1945 (The Tragedy of Bleiburg and Viktring. Partisan vilence in Carinthia
on the example of anticommunist refugees in May 1945)

The historiography around the World War II has achieved an extensive research to the inhuman destruction and
expansionist policies of the Nazi system, which was known to be accepted not only from native German speaking
citizens alone. In contrast the war story of suffering of those war generation members was comparatively no
particular topic although they had to walk twice hardly on victim paths -first during the Nazi dictatorship, then
under influence of the Communist regime -. Only in the last two decades this field of research within the memory
history was built up rapidly.

Florian Th. Rulitz has exposed himself to this extensive topic and opened up a remarkable piece of terra incognita
not only about the postwar society. The explanations of significant events near the border zone between
Carinthia and Slovenia especially in the greater area of Viktring and Bleiburg shortly after the official end of war in
Europe -May 8th 1945- is not the only main focus. One chapter contents the tracery of escape routes by well-
prepared schemata which are clearly understandable for the reading public and the original contemporary picture
material gives an idea by what problems the immediate postwar era was confronted.

The author discusses the issues of the British post-war politics in the Alps-Adriatic-Region also, traces the mass-
killings of civilian and military refugees by Communist partisans and describes the structure and the consequences
of the intelligence service of OZNA, (Oddelek za zaštito naroda - Department for national protection), and UDBA
(Uprava državne bezbednosti – Authority of national security) for the contemporary mainly anticommunist
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population. The completing chapter of that with resources immensely provided monograph is dedicated to a
reconstruction of the memory cultures, which were determined by the events of Bleiburg and Viktring. Rulitz
outlines the history impact associated with it and recalls in this context the high importance of the source-critical
method once again.

Therefore the publication is desirable for wide distribution because the pointed forewords of Jože Dežman
(Slovenia) and Josip Jurcevic (Croatia) should probably cause still numerous discussions far out over the science
community.
The author has put a number of ideas on a new source-founded basis regarding the role of victim and perpetrator
of the partisans who were oriented on a communist and new greater-Yugoslavia, which requires a falsification of
the history of the resistance against Nazi Germany. The victim-balance of the predominantly conservatively
anticommunist Slovenian and Croatian part of population allows a much wider interpretation of the post-war
history over the Alps-Adriatic-Region.

The terminology is based mainly on the contemporary diction of the scientific apparatus: It corresponds to the
standard of the contemporary historical research. Regarding to the fullness of maps -, picture -, traceries - and
local documentary –such as parish and police chronicles- the proposed publication must be rated on qualifying as
a monograph above average. A publication in other country and state languages is high recommended above all
in the Slovenian, however also Serbo-Croatian language area. An English language version would be desirable
also.
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Monograph Title: Die Tragödie von Bleiburg und Viktring. Part isanengewalt in Kärnten am Beispiel der
antikommunistischen Flüchtlinge im Mai 1945

This manuscript is a historic treatise in which are represented the events in May 1945 in Slovenia so called as
"Tragedy of Viktring", in Croatia as "Tragedy of Bleiburg". In chapter 1 (introduction) is introduced the current
state of research together with sources and literature, in chapter 2 the history of these events with an overview
of the occupations politics in Yugoslavia. The chapter 3 shows the main escape routes to Carinthia, chapters 4 the
prisoner camps and the so named repatriation. The chapters 5 and 6 are dedicated to the probably darkest
chapter of the Yugoslavian post-war history, the mass-killings and the mass graves. Also it is asked in what way
these actions are to be kept on 8th May, 1945 - as “revenge” or “revolutionary violence”. After the occupation and
division of Yugoslavia, it was well known as both -for the collaboration as for the armed resistance- which has
emerged a high degree of polarization in the population that no one could escape. The result was a type of civil
war inside of Yugoslavia between communists and anticommunists. The ultimately victorious communist
partisans took all anticommunists for collaborators with whom they could do after the war as desired.

The focus of the investigation is thus the partisan violence in May 1945 in Austrian Carinthia, there had been
settled “open inner-Yugoslavian bills” in the time between the capitulation of the German armed forces and the
departure of the Yugoslavian Partisan army for nearly two weeks. Very exactly are presented the fighting of the
uniformed units they had found her way to Austria into British controlled territory which took place after the date
of capitulation on May 8th 1945. This displays the current representations of the partisans of the fights in the
area Ferlach/Hollenburg/Viktring and Dravograd / Poljana/Bleiburg as merely “encirclement fight” now by the
appointment of the new sources in a new light. Also the dubious role of the British Army with the delivery of the
anticommunist refugees at the Yugoslav Partisan Army was at last opening the way to the mass killings and is
corresponding revealed.
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This study is an important contribution to the reappraisal of the immediate postwar history, that should be
consequently available also in Slovenian and Croatian language as soon as possible.

Titles of the contribution and the excerpt:
Die Tragödie von Bleiburg und Viktring - Partisanengewalt in Kärnten am Beispiel der
antikommunistischen Flüchtlinge im Mai 1945.

The tragedy of Bleiburg and Viktring – partisan violence in Carinthia on the basis of the
anticommunist refugees in May 1945.
Within the area of Austrian and Slovenian Carinthia (Region Koroska in Slovenia) the fight and
massacres were lasting almost until the end of May 1945 –therefore approximately three weeks
after the capitulation of Hitler-Germany- with numerous fallen victims of anticommunist refugees
what`s now playing an important rule in the memory-cultures of the young, independent states
of Croatia and Slovenia.
In the Socialistic Yugoslavian memory-culture these events were known as "final encirclement
battles- (Endkesselschlachten) ", " closing military operations " or " the big finale in Carinthia ".
The fact, that these anticommunist refugees were victims of partisan violence had always been
negated by the official side up to the disintegration of Yugoslavia. From the 90-er years on (
before only in exile-circles) the tragedies of Bleiburg as well as Viktring appeared in a new
perspective in the respective national memory-cultures in Croatia and Slovenia. In the present
study the historian Florian Rulitz  are documented  numerous new discovered singles -, groups -
and mass- graves in the Austrian Carinthia, which are to be attributed to the partisan violence
between " revenge and revolution-justice " in May 1945. The murder-epicenters, location of
fights and the movement of partisan forces at the places of the
massacres are illustrated by numerous schematic cards and illustrations.

Summary
In May 1945 Carinthia was overfilled not only by the re-pulling German units and the British and
Yugoslavian occupying forces, but it was flooded with hundred-thousands of anticommunist
refugees from Croatia and Slovenia, who fled to the western Allied Forces in South-Austria from
fear of the Communist takeover of the partisans in Yugoslavia.    The massacres or fights and
also the war in South-Carinthia didn't finish at the 08.th May 1945 as noticed in Austria, or as it
was claimed at the 15.th May 1945 in Yugoslavia, but held up to the 23.th May 1945 on the day
of departure of the partisan units of the Yugoslavian Army from Carinthia. Above all on the
southern part of the Drau, however still on Austrian territory, the partisans perpetrated
numerous massacres against the anticommunist Croatian and Slovenian refugees.

The “encirclement battles” (Kesselschlachten) which are celebrated in the Communist historic
literature and the official Yugoslavian historiography as the final victory against the so named
"native traitors " (“einheimische Verräter”) in Carinthia and North-Slovenia  at best were
skirmishes of retreating refugee units. Those were firstly forced by the partisans and
secondly the most part of the bulk of the military refugee-units was murdered by the
partisans in masses had been already without arms.
Until now in Austria in the context with the occupation of partisans in May 1945 was assumed
that approximately were killed 128 Austrian civilians altogether, the most part of them lies buried
in mass graves in Mießtal-valley in Slovenian Koroska. By source enquiry in Austrian parish
archives and official registers of police-stations (former Gendarmerie) I was able to determine
more than 350 dead anticommunist refugees, who were buried in Austria between the May 8,
1945 and the day of the departure of the Yugoslavian partisans. However, the killings on
Austrian territory are much higher about. There should be sources of more than 1000 killed
refugees. The most part of the dead bodies were not remaining in Austria but brought back to
Yugoslavia and buried in mass-graves near the border.
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In the postwar era took place a monopolization and denial of Croatian and Slovenian victims in
South-Carinthia. That goes back to the fight of the memory between so called Kärntner
Heimatverbände (Carinthian homeland associations) and the Kärntner Partisanenverband
(Carinthian partisan association) as well as to Austrian antifascist resistance-circles. Because of
the border-fights in the year 1920 between the SHS-State and Austria the Carinthian home-
associations were oriented generally very anti-Slavic. The innumerable by partisans killed
refugees buried in South Carinthia on cemeteries or scattered on graveyards  presented itself
becoming the instrument of the victims and the abuse of refugees for both prevalent memory-
cultures and their political intentions. Quite a lot of the killed refugees were simply
summarized by Carinthian home-associations as “Deutsche Kriegstote” (by war died
Germans).
It is not individual for South-Carinthia refugees are buried below partisan monuments. The
partisans had often stripped bare Croatian or Slovenian murdered refugees and buried as
partisans. They wanted to improve rather low the losses of the partisans in the final fights
something for the myth of the encircling battles. At the mass-grave of the partisans Ferlach and
at the graveyard St. Johann and St. Margareten in the  Rosental are refugees buried under
monuments of partisans.  I could investigate documents are emerging, that the British have
used the refugees for a horse-trading. In the negotiation-rounds in Klagenfurt of the 15., 19. and
20. May was negotiated the delivery of the refugees versus departure of the Yugoslavian
partisans. The repatriations from the British camps north of the Drau are negotiated
exactly on these days. Consequently it can be said that the anticommunist refugees had
to pay for South Carinthia remaining a part of Austria.

Dr. Florian Thomas Rulitz /Historian
The historian is an expert of the Carinthian (Kärntner) as well of the Alps-Adriatic (Alpe-Adria)

contemporary-history. His main focus of research is concentrated on the working out of
Yugoslavian-Communist perpetrations of crimes in May 1945. He could celebrate numerous
scientific successes in the year 2011 by winning new realizations for the history-research and to
uncover hidden mass-graves and political-murdering (OZNAlUDBA) of the Tito-Communists
also in Austria until dato. Also in the year 2011 his book “The tragedy of Bleiburg and Viktring”
was published in the Slovenian Hermagoras publishing house in Klagenfurt/Celovec.  In the
course of his contemporary-testify-project about the Partisan violence in May 1945 an
international documentary film originates borderless in Carinthia, Slovenia and Croatia.

New discovered killing locations: mass- and individual graves:

Area Bleiburg /Österreich ( Bleiburger Feld)

Tank graves (Hrust/baracks) (In this area were eliminated scattered around lying corpses)
Mass grave in the swamp-area (the contemporary witness Neubersch from Bleiburg has seen in May personally

that partisans killed there about 10 people and subsequently buried them.

Bones are discoverd during works on railway facilities in the 1960ies and 1970ies apart the border near
Grablach (Bleiburger Feld) / Founded bones are confirmed also by collectors of military souvenirs. An officer of
the Austrian Railway Company (ÖBB) refused to give more information in wording: “During working for the ÖBB I
dislocated fence posts near the state border and exhumed bones and fractured jaw bones with teeth there!”
and “The right scene is greedy for those things and this gives me a lot for thought”

Human bones apart single-family homes around the Bleiburg field (Quote of an single- house owner: „the skull
was disposed“)

Above the tombs were built settlements in the area Bleiburg/Ebersdorf und Wunderstätten district Lavamünd.
In the forests around the Bleiburger field there are still many individual graves.

The victims of the Bleiburg field on the Slovenian territory.
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Mass grave location Lischa (Mieß-Valley Slovenia), situated about 6 km away from Bleiburg
field. In this mass grave are buried at least 50 (dislocated) civilians from Austria killed by
partisans. First investigations of the Slovenian Criminal Police stated about 800 killed there but
they were not exhumed. The majority of killed Croats on the Bleiburg field were buried in the
mass graves in Lischa.
The military commander of Steiermark (Federal State Styria) Arno Manner supports the book by Dr. Rulitz
also. Arno Manner: “The book by Dr. Rulitz should support the emerging new objective history in Slovenia
and Croatia”.

Original Report published by “Der Kärntner” in December 2011:
Dezember 2011 Der Kärntner www.khd.at Seite 17

Die Tragödie von Bleiburg und Viktring
The Tragedy of Bleiburg and Viktring.
By KHD –Vorstandsmitglied (Board Member of KHD) Arno Manner

This is the title oft the book written by the young historian Dr. Florian Rulitz with the subtitle
„Partisanengewalt am Beispiel der antikommunistischen Flüchtlinge” (Partisan violence on the example of the
anticommunist refugees) in May 1945”, published by the editor Mohorjeva Hermagoras Verlag on the 19th of
September.

The previous historical publications concerning the war and post war period investigated predominantly causes
and effects in respect on their own people and touched the issue above mentioned only peripherally. But this
new release will be a useful addition for contemporary history considerations to this recent „white spot“.

.

For historical science there are required truth and verifiable facts, these are the best means for demystifying
ideologically, politically and nationally colored myths. This allows further generations are explained relentlessly
about the causes and effects.

Based on these historical considerations it is now possible to explain the present tensions and
necessary conclusions to attract the future cooperation inside the country and beyond the
borders also.

Because of the last crash of totalitarian systems of communism, fascism and National Socialism
in Carinthia with their planned but also emotionally related inhumane settlements -large and
small- the future only can be the use of increased values and more effort on mutual respect for
rebuilding up all together.

Therefore should be rejected definitely the assignment of collective guilt for recent generations
and their successors of several nations. The assignment of a collective guilt for recent and past
generations of several nations should be rejected generally.
This book is honored by the well known Univ. Prof. i. R. Dr. Heinz Dieter Pohl as a serious
reappraisal of the history of Carinthia and the Alps-Adriatic region during and after the end of
World War II also.

It is suitable for the supplement or support of the emerging new objective history in Slovenia
and Croatia.

The book can be strongly recommended by this sense to our historically interested readers.
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(Editor Mohorjeva/Hermagoras,
Code ISBN: 978-3-7086-0616-3 pages 420)

„KRONEN  ZEITUNG“ - Carinthian Edition Oktober 2th 2011 Page 15

Sonntag, 2. Oktober 2011 Kärnten_ - Seite 15

More and more indications for new mass graves. Croats are building new
cemeteries.
Hunderte  Tote vor der Umbettung
Hundreds of corpses before reburial.
Detected evidences after the discovery of previously unknown group- and mass graves
containing victims from the postwar period in Carinthia:  During incoming new information where
corpses were buried the district communities started investigations also there. Even a new
cemetery for 1000 corpses is built.

As reported by a building worker talking to the "Krone", a grave was discovered in Ferlach
containing victims of the post war era during construction works and should have been easily
covered up. The discovered grave is located near the old district cemetery of Ferlach. “We will
invite for further information those people are involved and led the work in process at this time
on the public street”, it explains the local district mayor Ingo Appe. The constitutional security
service investigated also.

Because of more information of new undiscovered graves a lot of work is coming on to the
official officers. Contemporary witness Johann Neubersch (81) from Loibach reports where
should be still buried some undiscovered corpses. Memorial associations are now feeling
responsibly for the victims to be buried decently. The "Bleiburger Ehrenzug" (memorial honor
procession) has arranged to build a new cemetery for 1,000 corpses in the Bleiburg field. Its
chairman tells the permission for the exhumations is still missing. Corpses with false identity are
buried should be reburied also. At St. Margareten and St. Johann im Rosental victims of
partisans were buried below partisan monuments. In Köttmannsdorf there is no one partisan
buried below the monument, historian Florian Rulitz is convinced.


